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AUDITIONS
AUDITION DATES
Sunday, November 8th at 7:00pm
Monday, November 9th at 7:00pm

LOCATION
The Civic Auditorium - Rehearsal Room – 329 South Park Street

(Those auditioning are encouraged to 
arrive thirty minutes prior to audition time.)

CASTING
Seeking 15 men and women ages 16 and up. 
Note: Roles are written specifically for one Hispanic/Latino man,
one Hispanic/Latino woman, and one African American man.

REQUIREMENTS
Volunteers are asked to prepare 16-32 measures of a song. Please
bring sheet music as an accompanist will be provided. Volunteers
will be taught a dance combination and may be asked to read from
the script.

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
Rehearsals will be held Monday through Friday 
from 7:00pm – 10:00pm beginning 
November 30th - January 28th

PERFORMANCES
January 29th - February 13th

AUDITION PREP
FREE Inside the Civic Audition Workshops
Saturday October 31, 2015
1:30pm - 4:00pm
Hands on a Hardbody Audition Workshop

DIRECTOR/CHOREOGRAPHER
Sandra Bremer

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Michael Peterman

GENERAL INFORMATION
Musical selections from the score may be copied in the Business
Office for .25 cents per page.  Scripts are available and may be
checked out of the Business Office with a $5.00 (cash only)
refundable deposit.

To register or for more information visit

www.KazooCivic.com
or email Volunteers@KazooCivic.com

or call the Director of Volunteers at 

269-343-2280 x1006
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ADVANCE 

REGISTRATION 

IS REQUESTED

“Hands down it’s musical 
theatre heaven!”

– New York Magazine

Entertainment and So Much More!

January 29 – February 13
THE PARISH THEATRE • CONTEMPORARY MUSICAL

Based on a true story and infused with a “bluesy country-
rock vibe,” this hilarious musical follows 10 down-on-their-luck
Texans; each desperate for a new lease on life.  Armed with
nothing but hope, humor and ambition, they’re determined
to endure four sleepless days in the Texas heat for a
chance to win a brand-new Nissan hardbody truck. All they
have to do is fight to keep at least one hand on the truck
and they will drive away with their American Dream. Last
one standing wins!

Book by Doug Wright
Lyrics by Amanda Green

Music by Trey Anastasio and Amanda Green

http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
http://www.kazoocivic.com/audition-registration
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1. In your director’s notes you said a word that comes to you
about the production is “sleek”.   What does that mean?

“I described in my notes the combination of all the elements in the show
coming together as “sleek”.   Nothing in the show IS “sleek”, but with
pacing, lighting, choreography, acting, and music the show should flow
seamlessly thus creating a sleek look and feel.  Almost an opposite of
what you’d think of a show set in a parking lot in Texas, with these
amazing and ordinary people competing against each other for the
hardbody truck.” 

2. Reviewer Charles Isherwoord of the New York Times 
said in his review of the La Jolla Playhouse production,
“At times ‘Hands on a Hardbody’ feels like a hybrid of 
‘A Chorus Line’ and the movie ‘They Shoot Horses, Don’t
They?’”  Do you agree with this description?  Why or 
why not?  

“Sure…in that these are stories from REAL people who experienced
this competition.  The stories were put together and to music.  Chorus
Line and Horses, I believe, are different in that both show stamina is
needed to win.  Horse however, is closer to Hardbody when it comes to
human endurance and suffering to win.  Horses and Hardbody really
show what human beings will do to win.  What they are willing to put
their bodies and minds through.  Chorus Line does the same just not at
the extreme.”  

3. Playwright Douglas Wright says the production addresses
the duality of the American Dream.  Would you explain this?

“Yes, he talks about the documentary by S.R. Bindler and how he 
captured the ‘Hands on a Hardbody’ competition in Longview, Texas and
his achievement to push past the kitschy, absurd premise of the event
and hit on deeper truths about the duality of the American Dream.  On
one hand anyone with skill and perseverance can triumph, but beneath
that bright promise lays a darker one:  Darwin’s cruel truth about the
survival of the fittest.”  

4. What different metaphors does the truck offer the 
production?

“For one contestant it’s offers a new lease on life, for another it’s his
manhood, for a third it’s her religious faith.”  

5. The musical operates on two different worlds:  reality 
vs. dream world.   How are each of these presented and
how are they performed?

“Most of the “dream” sequences are performed when we’re in the
musical numbers.  We’ll achieve this with lighting and choreography.  I
want to make a stark difference between reality and dream, so it’s not
confusing to the audience that first time we move to dream and the
contestants take their hands off the truck, they don’t grasp thinking
everyone just lost.  It’s essential that they follow with us to the “dream
state”, and understand that we are now in another place…something
other than reality.”  
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SANDRA BREMER
Director of 

Hands On a Hardbody

WE ASKED THE
DIRECTOR

Sandra is an accomplished actress who has 
performed all over the United States. However,
she started right here in Kalamazoo. Under the
careful and watchful eyes of amazing teachers
and directors like Jim Carver, Kathy Mulay and
Art Nemitz, Sandra honed her skills on the
Kalamazoo Civic and New Vic stages; she is
grateful and owes her career to Kalamazoo's
dedication to the Arts. Sandra toured the country
in 4 different national tours; Bob Fosse’s Sweet
Charity, The Pajama Game, The Pirates of

Penzance and Tintypes. Putting away the suitcase, Sandra settled
down in Louisville Kentucky and became a resident company member
of Derby Dinner Playhouse. Some of her favorite roles included Mama
Rose in Gypsy, Mame in Mame, Fanny Brice in Funny Girl, Annie Oakley
in Annie Get Your Gun and Sheila in A Chorus Line. She also performed
the role of Grizabella in CATS at Beef and Boards in Indianapolis to 
critical acclaim. After 25 years of performing and many, many roles
later along with the birth of her beautiful daughter Bonnie, Sandra set
her sights on the other side of the boards and began choreographing
and directing. She has directed our productions of My Fair Lady, The
Sunshine Boys, Annie Get Your Gun, Nancy Drew: Girl Detective,
Smokey Joe’s Café, The Musical Adventures of Flat Stanley, Jr. and All
Shook Up. She has also directed Bunnicula, Pinkalicious, The
Marvelous Wonderettes, Ring of Fire and The Winter Wonderettes at
Farmers Alley Theatre. Additional credits include Chicago, The Full
Monty, La Cage Aux Folles, Oklahoma!, Cabaret, A Chorus Line, Parade
and The Wizard of Oz. Sandra has a special passion for directing 
children’s theatre. She has staged four productions of Cinderella for
Derby Dinner Playhouse and The Headless Horseman and The
Musicians of Bremen for CenterStage of Louisville. Sandra is thankful
to be back in Kalamazoo and directing here at the Civic.

SANDRA BREMER
Director

B I O G R A P H Y

Entertainment and So Much More!

(continued on page 3)



6. You’ve said you think the music is “amazing”, how so?
“Amanda Green and Trey Anastasio’s score is inspired by the doggedly
individualistic, real-life people and musical idioms from country ballads to
southern rock, Americana, swampy funk, gospel and delta blues.  To
me…something for everyone!!” 

7. The characters have many colorful eccentricities and 
regional turns of phrase.  How does an actor keep the 
integrity of the characters?

“Staying real to the character.  Meaning, these are real people, with real feel-
ings, truths.  You have to, as an actor, embody the person.  Really understand
their individual story.  Why are they there?  Why is this important to them?
Where are their strengths, weaknesses?  With this show we have the
advantage of seeing the real people in the documentary.”  

8. Do you recommend volunteers watch the documentary?   
If so why?  What should they be looking for in preparation 
for the auditions?

“YES!!! You know going back to the Chorus Line reference.  About, I don’t
know, 10/15 years ago they released and or found some of the original
Chorus Line tapes…great to hear the dancers explain and describe their
experiences.  Same with this show.  Use the documentary for preparation.
It will give you an inside look at the show.  I always say READ THE
SCRIPT!!! It’s the best way to prepare.  Listen to the music!!!  Come to the
workshop.”  

9. Do you want to hear dialects at the auditions?
“Nope…we’ll work on that in rehearsals.  If you grew up in Texas or spent
any time there and know and understand the dialects…that’s different.
Just don’t want Volunteers to get bogged down with that.”  

10. Is this a physically demanding show?
“Yeah…I think it is.  You are standing for the majority of the show.  The
choreography isn’t crazy complicated, but it will be creative because your
partner is a big red truck!!!”

11. Volunteers needed for ‘Hands on a Hardbody’ should have
what traits or skills?
“Wow…it’s a musical…so you have to be able to carry a tune. You don’t
have to be an amazing dancer, but you do have to be able to keep a beat.
I’m looking for honesty and humor.  If you do watch the documentary and
don’t see “your type”, don’t think you shouldn’t come out and audition.
I’m looking for actors to embody these people, not look exactly like the
contestants in the original.”  
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